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Faith Hill

Faith Hill,      Illusions

(intro)
e|-6br-4---1-|
B|-------6-1-|
G|---------1-|
D|---------3-|
A|---------3-|
E|---------1-|

Fm

(verse)
Fm
I didn t know that I was under your spell
Fm
It was real good baby I couldn t tell
Fm
I still be crying as you just left
Fm
I beg and pleaded  til you sold me in hell

(verse)
Fm
You showed me off just like a Mercedez Benz
Fm
Some kind of trick that you could show to your friends
Fm
All that you needed was a volunteer
Fm
Someone to love you  til you disappear

(chorus)
Db                         Ab
Every time you told me you love me
               Bbm          Db
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Ab                         Bbm
Every time you told me you love me
               Db           Bbm
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic
Fm



I thought we had it, thought we were magic

(verse)
Fm
Abracadabra, in a flash we were through
Fm
And you were gone and on to somebody new
Fm
I guess you left your heart heat up your seat
Fm
So you can leave me wondering why you would leave

(chorus)
Db                         Ab
Every time you told me you love me
               Bbm          Db
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Ab                         Bbm
Every time you told me you love me
               Db           Bbm
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic

(bridge)
Db        Ab        Eb    Fm
You re so good, you had me hypnotized
    Db           Ab    Bbm
The way you made tears appear in my eyes

(chorus-out)
Fm
I didn t know that I was under your spell
Fm
It was real good baby I couldn t t-t-t-tell
Db                         Ab
Every time you told me you love me
               Bbm          Db
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Ab                         Bbm
Every time you told me you love me
               Db           Bbm
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Db                         Ab
Every time you told me you love me
               Bbm          Db
It was just an illusion, an illusion



Ab                         Bbm
Every time you told me you love me
               Db           Bbm
It was just an illusion, an illusion
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic
Fm
I thought we had it, thought we were magic


